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About This Game

Project Myriad is a tower defense strategy game. You build towers on a map of hexagons that will attack and defeat oncoming
waves of enemies. Towers can be upgrade and some have varied upgrade paths. The goal is clear as many waves as possible.

7 Unique Towers

Choose from a variety of unique towers that target enemies in different ways. Want to flood your enemies with damage, Storm
tower is what you want. Need an extra edge against the Starfish Boss wave, then the Missile tower has your back. Mix and

match placement to find your ideal build configuration.

Varied Upgrade Paths

Some towers have upgrade paths you can take to increase their efficiency in battle!

Build a Maze

Each level allows you to weave an intricate maze to force enemies in the direction you want to, giving you more time to take
them out.

Strategic Level Tiles

Each level map can contain any number of level tiles that add strategy to the game play. Try to avoid hazardous tiles like the
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lightning bolt tile that speeds up enemies, or maze all the enemies into the minus tile that will deal damage to the enemies for
you.

Unlimited Waves

Each level has an unlimited number of enemies. How far can you get?

4 Unique Enemies

There are 4 types of enemies; Skull: Which is the basic Unit. Speedy: Which has slightly reduced health but increased
movement. Carapace: Has increased health but when it hits half health you break it's shell and it tries to speed away. Starfish:

This wave is just one Boss enemy with very high health.
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haw.... just go with ezdrummer or superiordrummer....this is waist o time..... Have you ever been a fan of Castlevania and
werewolves? If your answer is yes, this game is for you, BUT it's a bit challenging.

Imagine being on a boat that has holes here and there, while there's
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665with you on the same damn boat. Can you survive without
being\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Yes, but it'll be hard as hell. Sometimes, this game will leave you in such
situations and the checkpoint will be a mile away from such places, so it's can give a bit headache and consume couple of hours.
Did i mention that this game can become slow, because, apparently 8 GM RAM, 1.73GHz 7 Core and 1 GB NVIDIA 330M is
not enough to run it on high graphics?

After reading my review, you're probably thinking about not giving a chance to this game, right? Well, the choice is yours, but i
still like the game, even with these minuses. It was a fun adventure, liked the story and the art of the game, (wish you could
transform into werewolf whenever you want) though the future "sequel" movie at the end made me laugh, a lot.. Its nice to have
a better announcer than the default voices. One good thing Cod did this year.. More than expected. This is a crisper rendition of
an airport, ground textures are better and the overall quality is better than previous relaeses from Feelthere.
However, there are still a few bugs in the game but they dont really get in the way of controlling your airport, unless you are one
of those that cant see past the bugs.
I think the bugs stem from the core package of Tower3d Pro and the coding in that rather than in this airport DLC.
If you already have the core package then you will already know this, but it shouldnt stop you from buying this addon DLC.
It has a complex taxiway system with lots of crossovers and joining taxiways which will keep you on your toes.. In a world full
of idle games for your phone... You're better off playing those. Even though this game does provide some choice (that could
very loosely be called strategy) it is a really boring idle game that you actually have to pay attention to, just to click buttons. Not
fun, nor interesting. You don't move around a dungeon, just fight random enemies. Adapting to new enemies sounds like a fun
idea, but the way this game plays it really isn't.

 I bought this on sale... I can't imagine how disappointed someone who bought it full price would feel.
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3 new extremely detailed maps, with a lot of new stuff such as the torch, it was a great add to the game mechanics leading the
coop to a new level, please more maps with torch! New traps and a lot of paths to the same objective.

The price on my region is very fair. THANKS Devs.

P.S.: Owning this DLC will let you invite friends to play with you even if they do not own the DLC!. need update for more
craft, how to craft medicine ? nice simple game. If you are looking for real life rally simulator then look somewhere else.
Rbr still the only option.. This is a very good naval wargame with very poor training. If you still remember how to use a boring
text manual, go ahead!. This game is a sin against god.. the game is buggy and broken
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